ABSTRACT
Background
Recently a quantitative fecal occult blood test has been developed. The aim of this paper is to show the usefulness of this method in detecting and treating colorectal cancer. Method Asymptomatic 40,356 subjects were examined by a 2 day immunological occult blood test using a colloidal gold reagent. One hundred ng/ml was chosen as the cut-off value and the subjects who had this value or more at the first or/and 2nd day examination were recognized as positive. The higher value in the two examinations was chosen for statistical analyses. Positive cases, 3,066 were investigated by the reports from the physicians of affiliated facilities who had performed further work up. Results 1) The detection rate of colorectal cancers increased as the fecal hemoglobin values rose.
2) The cases whose fecal specimens were both positive had a greater probability of colorectal cancer and the cancers were more advanced than those in one-day positive group.
3) The mean hemoglobin values in colorectal cancer cases detected were higher than in cases without cancer. 4) The mean hemoglobin values in the advanced colorectal cancer cases were higher than in early cancers. 5) The hemoglobin values in the cancer cases located in the right hemi-colon were higher than those in the left one. 6) The cases of cancer detected at this year were almost negative by the fecal occult blood tests done one and 2 years previously.
Conclusion with Japan [6] IFOBT has been performed using automated instruments in Japan. [7] Recently it has become possible to quantify the hemoglobin values in feces by an immunological test using colloidal gold method. [8] , [9] women) asymptomatic Japanese subjects were examined by a 2 day IFOBT. There was no food restriction before and during the collection of the fecal samples. They were asked to obtain stool specimen twice, once each day of selected two consecutive days. The samples were analyzed by JIA-HB-200 (auto-analyzer for specific human hemoglobin using an Immunological colloidal gold reagent) [10] , [11] at Yamanashi Koseiren, Kofu, Japan, within 2-3 days after collecting samples.
For the cut-off value, 100 ng/ml [9] , [12] was adopted and if any examinee had this value or more at the first or/and 2nd day examination, the examinee was regarded as positive. Those with positive results were recommended to undergo colonoscopy, doublecontrast barium enemas or the combination of barium enemas and flexible sigmoidoscopy, depending on the decision by attending doctors. We asked the physicians of affiliated facilities to report back to us the results of the further examination for the patients with positive IFOBT and analyzed the reports. Duke's staging system was used as the pathological staging of colorectal cancer. The higher value of the two examinations of IFOBT was chosen as statistical analyses and estimated the mean value of each stage of colorectal cancers detected.
RESULTS
We showed the results of further examination in Table 1 . The positive examinees were 3,066 (7.6% for all examinees). Of the positive subjects, 1,850 (60.3% for all positive cases) underwent further diagnostic procedures at outside facilities. Forty four cases of colorectal cancer were detected. The detection rate for all examinees, for all positive subjects and for the subjects who underwent further examination was 0.11%, 1.4% and 2.4%, respectively.
The both days positive rate was higher in cancer than non-cancer group, and it was also higher in advanced cancer than in early cancer group (Fig, 1) . Positive rate was decreased as hemoglobin value increased, but over 1,750 ng/ml was large percent because the all cases over 1,750 were accumulated (Fig. 2) . Detection rate of advanced and early cancer increased with the rise of hemoglobin value, and the detection rate of advanced cancer was higher than that of early cancer in the higher zone of hemoglobin value (Fig. 3) .
The mean hemoglobin value of colorectal cancer group is statistically higher than that of non-cancer. The mean hemoglobin value in advanced cancer was statistically higher than the mean of early cancer (Fig. 4) .
The mean hemoglobin value of cancers in the ascending colon was the highest, followed by the one on the cecum, rectum and sigmoid colon. Statistical differences between the mean hemoglobin value of cancers in the ascending colon and in the sigmoid colon, and between the one in the ascending colon and in rectum were recognized ( Table 2 ). The mean hemoglobin value of cancers in the right side colons (cecum, ascending colon) was higher than in the left side colons (rectum, sigmoid colon, descending colon, transverse colon). One reason for this fact was suspected that the advanced cancers were detected more frequently in the right side hemi-colons (66.7%) than in the left side (20.6%). The mean hemoglobin value in the size of colorectal cancer 20-29 mm Table 2 Mean fecal hemoglobin values according to the location of colorectal cancer detected. Table 3 Relationship between size of colorectal cancer and hemoglobin value. ago, but only 6.3% was positive at the time of both years (Table   4 ).
DISCUSSION
As randomized control trials have shown a massive evidence for reducing death from colorectal cancer by screening with fecal occult blood test, [1] , [2] , [13] , [14] we have been encouraged to devise the usage of a more effective method. [15] , [16] We have used an
IFOBT to screen the colorectal cancer. Using the IFOBT, we have no need to restrict the diet in contrast with a guaiac test, as the IFOBT is specific for human hemoglobin. [7] There are many reviews comparing the IFOBT to the formerly methods. [4] , [5] , [17] decide the most suitable cut-off value universally by discussing the efficiency and the probability to detect cancer. [25] The most suitable cut off value have to be decided never to fail to pick up a colorectal cancer and to reduce the false positive rate as low as possible.
2) One day, 2 day or 3 day's method?
Yamamoto M, et al., reported that the sensitivity and specificity of one day method, 2 day method, and 3 day method were 58% and 96%, 89% and 95%, and 100% and 94%, respectively, and recommended that the 2 day method was the best from the viewpoint of the cost-effectiveness as well as the diagnostic accuracy. [26] We adopted a 2-day method by observing some reviews from the viewpoint of the diagnostic accuracy and the cost effectiveness. [25] , [27] 3) Merit of the quantitative occult blood test
The precise measurement of hemoglobin in feces has given a stronger impact on the patients and medical doctors than the qualitative assays. [9] , [10] , [12] Counting the values of bleeding, we can know the probability, progressive stage, macroscopic appearance or location of colorectal cancer. Knowing that the detection rate of colorectal cancer increases with the rising hemoglobin values, [11] , [15] we can expect the detection of colorectal cancer with a more stable probability for the higher value of hemoglobin.
4) Annual screening or biennial screening?
Mandel JS, et al., reported either annual or biennial fecal occult blood test significantly reduces the incidence of colorectal cancer, [3] but we think annual screening is superior to biennial screening because we found the cases of cancer detected this year were almost negative at the last year screening (Table 4) . If we adopted a biennial screening, we could not detect the colorectal cancer with negative fecal occult blood test last year. As the fecal occult blood test is not perfect, we must consider the false negative cases every year. [12] , [28] It is recommended to perform the fecal occult blood test annually. [22] , [29] , [30] Strategies for Colorectal Cancer Screening in Japan, Int J Technol Assess Health Care, 10: 359-375,1994 
